
The Power of concentration is one of the most important skills everyone
should possess as it holds immense importance in every facet of life.
Concentration involves channeling our mental and emotional energies
towards a specific task, free from distractions. Enhancing this skill
enhances our focus, a quality often diminished in today's fast-paced and
stressful world due to impatience and overwhelming workloads. Various
pursuits such as sports, music, and reading demand heightened
concentration levels. Innately present in all individuals, the power of
concentration can be nurtured through conscious control over our mental
capacities. Meditation, for instance, stands as a powerful practice that
augments concentration. By mastering this skill, we equip ourselves with a
tool that amplifies productivity and efficiency in all aspects of our lives.

By: Mrs. A. Pallavi VII A Class Teacher

Many students find learning physics boring or tough. But I want to tell you, it's not just something you have to learn—it's an amazing
chance to delve into. Learning physics allows you to uncover the secrets of the universe, develop important skills, and get ready for a
future full of exciting possibilities. Nowadays, our world is all about quantum physics, exploring space, using renewable energy,
smartphones, and medical imaging—all of which have roots in physics.
Looking back at my life, science, especially physics, has always been there for me, helping me understand and solve real-life problems.
Even students who were not interested in the subject have asked me, "How does this work?" If you approach physics with curiosity and
excitement, you'll see how it can make your life better in ways you never thought possible. Physics constantly reminds that there's always
something new to learn and be amazed by. Remember, what you learn in physics isn't just for the classroom; it's like a key that can open
doors to a brighter future.

By: Mr. Venkata Ramana Class VII B Class Teacher 

By: Krishna Teja VII A

By: Pareeksha VIIA 

The Diary of A Wimpy Kid: My Favorite Book

Achieving My First Medal In The Math Olympiad! 🎖🌟

Power Of Concentration

Guess what? I won my very first medal in the International Math Olympiad, the
IMO. It was a huge surprise for me, and it means a lot. Some might say it's just
one medal, but for people like me, it's a motivation to aim for more goals and
accomplishments. Even though I didn't work extremely hard, I didn't give up
either. I went through the math book only twice, but I did it with confidence and
determination, and that's how I reached my first big goal—a medal at IMO! 🎉

The Diary of a Wimpy Kid is one of the most entertaining books to explore. It’s like
you read it, and suddenly the great twist of the story comes up. This book is one of my
favorite books. I like the way the author made it sound like the words that were
expressed by a kid. I think a new activity for a child should be to read, and if you start
reading you cannot quit. In this book, Greg records his experiences of the first year of
middle school, which is sixth grade, with his best friend Rowley, who acts like a second
grader.The language used is very simple and can be easily understood. Overall, I think
this book is great, and I can’t wait to read the next series of the book.
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Exploring Physics: Gateway To Amazing Discoveries



Once, there was a king who really wanted a baby. They prayed a lot,
and in the end, God blessed them with a baby boy. Unfortunately, the
baby was born with the head of a donkey. Yet, he was well-loved by
everyone because of his sweet nature. His mother would never let him
see himself in the mirror or anywhere. But one day, the young prince
went to the forest and saw his reflection in a lake. He was extremely
sad, and without informing anyone, he left the kingdom. He
journeyed across the world and reached a far away kingdom. Hearing
his melodious voice, the king of that land made him his court
musician. Everyone, even the princess of that kingdom loved his voice.
She loved him and wanted to marry him. The king agreed and
celebrated their wedding with great celebration. One night, when the
princess kissed the donkey's head, something magical happened. The
donkey's head came off from the prince's body, and he turned into a
handsome prince. The princess's true love had broken the spell. They
were filled with immense joy and lived happily forever.

The Donkey-Headed Prince And True Love's Magic

By: Sahasra VII A

In India’s land where stories are spun,
Lived Alluri Sitharama Raju a brave one.

A hero of freedom, fearless and true,
He fought for justice, for me and for you.

With courage in his heart, he took a stand,
Defending our rights our beloved land.

A legend he became in history’s grace,
Teaching us all to stand up and embrace.

The spirit of justice, the call to be free,
Alluri Sitharama Raju a hero we see.

Alluri Seetharamaraju -The Hero We See

 By: Dhyana Sri Kaluri VII B

The valor’s realm, you set the goal
With bravery that soared on high,

You taught the world to touch the sky. 
A sacrifice so deep and true,
A hero’s heart,forever new.

You showed us how to give our all,
To answer duty’s earnest call.

Through challenges and battles fierce,
Your spirit never showed piercing.

You faced the odds,you stood so strong,
A beacon for us all along.

In every step,you left your mark,
A shining light within the dark.

The lessons learned,they firmly stay,
Bravery and sacrifice,they portray.

Vikram Batra,role model dear,
Your legacy we hold so near.

With courage bold,you lead the way,
Inspiring us, day after day.

Vikram Batra-A Gallant Soul

By: K. Adhvitha VII B

Have you ever heard of it,
Have you ever heard of it,

Well let’s dive in.
Plants need three things to grow,

Sunshine, water, and air, you know!
Carbon dioxide, that's a must,

Plants take it in, in them it'll trust!
Have you ever heard of it,
Have you ever heard of it,

Well let’s dive in.
Now we've got the basics right,

Plants take in air and hold it tight,
Oxygen out, a gift for us,

Breathing easy, no need to fuss.
Have you ever heard of it,
Have you ever heard of it,

Well let’s dive in.
Another thing to learn and feel,

Chlorophyll's the plant's green deal,
It grabs the sun's rays, oh so bright,

Giving plants energy and lots of light.
So, this process, it's pretty cool,

Plants making food, like in school,
Photosynthesis, that's the name,
Understanding nature's game.

Photosynthesis

My Experience in Martial Arts Sports at Unicent School

I have a great time learning martial arts at Unicent School. It
is so much fun and I genuinely enjoy every bit of it. Our
instructors, both sir and mam, are not only skilled but also
great at explaining everything about this sport. Participating
in inter-school competitions was a thrilling experience. Those
martial arts classes are something I always look forward to. In
the coming years, I definitely want to continue learning
martial arts to become an expert. It's not just fun, but it also
helps me learn how to protect myself, which is super
important. Apart from that , it's a great way to stay active and
fit. By: K. Vaagdevi VII A.

By: Charvi Kunde VII A

"Meri Maati Mera Desh" is a special campaign started by our
Prime Minister, Mr. Narendra Modi, to honor our brave
soldiers who gave their lives for our country. "Maati" means
soil, and "Desh" means country, symbolizing patriotism. The
campaign began on 9th August and gathered soil from all over
India, which was brought to Delhi.

During the 76th Aazadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav, this campaign
was organized to pay tribute to our nation. The main idea
behind it is to express our gratitude and appreciate all the brave
men and women who sacrificed everything for our country.
This campaign is a fantastic way for us to express our love and
devotion to our nation.

By : Dhyana Kulkarni VIIB 

Meri Maati Mera Desh



Here are some cool and fun mathematical facts that will definitely make you wonder about the magic of numbers:
1. According to this mathematical fact, from 0 to 1000, the only number that has the letter ‘A’ in its spelling is 1000.
2. Every odd number contains the letter E. 
3. Zero is the only number not depicted in Roman numerals.
4. 40 when spelled (FORTY) has its letters arranged in alphabetical order.
5. If you multiply the number 9 with any number, then the sum of all the individual digits will always be 9.
6. If you were to add up all the numbers from 1 to 100 consecutively, the answer would be 5050.
7. FOUR is the only number spelled with the same number of letters as the number itself.
8. The product of 111,111,111 x 111,111,111is 12,345,678,987,654,321. Did you notice that the sequence of the   
   numbers is 1 to 9 and back to 1?
9. 7 is the only number you can’t multiply or divide to get an answer within 1 to 10.
10. The plus (+) and the minus (-) signs were used as early as 1489 AD.
      Taken From : (https://whizz.com/blog/20-cool-facts-maths/)

Fun Facts About Math

By: V. Chandan Adhvik VII B

"Chocolate Sabotage" is a tale of two best friends who stopped being friends because one of them needed extra money to support
her unwell parents.. The main character, Paulina, receives an invitation to visit a chocolate factory owned by an old friend. She
goes there with her group, the Thea Sisters, to explore the factory. During their visit, someone sabotages the factory, causing a lot
of trouble. The main character had earlier talked about winning the "Best Chocolate" award.

They discovered that their rival, Chocolate Max, was responsible for the sabotage. Towards the end, they find out that Paulina’s
best friend, who distanced herself, was working at Chocolate Max but the latter had no idea about the sabotage. Realizing the
truth, she quits Chocolate Max and reunites with her best friend, working together at their chocolate factory. This story teaches
us about friendship, challenges, and sticking together through tough times. It's a great book for young readers.

Chocolate Sabotage By Tea Stilton- Book Review

By: Siddhi Chawla VII B

Winning The Best Class Award

Our class got a big surprise by winning the "Best Class
Award"! Our class leaders, Ch. Srinika and K.
Sameeksha, and our teacher A. Pallavi mam were a
huge help. We won because we were good at following
rules, being nice to each other, working hard in our
studies, coming to school every day, and staying clean
and healthy. We also learned how to speak kindly,
played sports, and even led the school assembly.
Here are a few areas where we were assessed:
 1 Discipline 
 2. Academics
 3. Attendance
 4. Our overall presentation: Keeping ourselves neat,  
     healthy, and actively participating in various  
     activities like in Sports, Inter House Competitions, 
     Assemblies and so on……

By: B. Sahithi VII A 

Once upon a time, there was a man named Sam who lived in the
woods. One day, he got really hungry while walking through the
woods. He spotted a house and went inside, finding a big bowl of soup.
He drank it, and suddenly a little boy appeared and told him it was
magic soup. Sam didn't understand until he started growing taller and
taller. He became as tall as the trees!

The little boy explained that there was a treasure at the end of the
woods, but he was too small to get it. Sam offered to carry the boy to
the treasure. They journeyed and eventually reached the treasure spot,
but a huge dragon was there. Surprisingly, the dragon was kind and
allowed them to take the treasure.

However, when they became small again, they couldn't carry the
treasure back. The dragon offered to help and carried them and the
treasure back to the woods. From then on, they all lived happily ever
after.

Sam And The Magic Bowl

By: Rishitha VII B

Our honorable Prime Minister,Mr. Narendra Modi announced during the 103rd ‘Man Ki Baat,about the 'Meri Maati Mere
Desh' campaign which started from 9th August 2023 till 30 August 2023.The main objective of this campaign is to honor the
martyrs who were brave enough to sacrifice their life for the country.Our prime minister started this programme as a part of the
77th Independence Day celebrations, to pay a tribute to those brave hearts.This involved in the planning of different activities
around the nation which reminded us about the sacrifices made by our ancestors for our free life.The phrase ‘ 'Meri Maati Mera
Desh' means that the soil we step on is not just land but also our identity,our pride,and our motherland.The campaign stands on
the slogan ‘Mitti Ko Namah,Veero Ka Vandan’.The main aim of this programme is to celebrate the culture, tradition and
bravery of our Indian soil.The goal of this activity is to instill in our hearts our responsibility to protect our motherland and
cherish our country.As an Indian I feel proud to remember the great martyrs who have sacrificed their lives and fought for our
independence. Jai Hind!Jai Bharat

My Soil, My Nation -Land of Heroes,Nation’s Pride

By : Charvi Kunde VII A
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